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Next meeting and Auction June 13th, 2021

Meeting Theme: Tube boxes, old radio books and text books, documents
(manufacturer newsletters), and advertising items related to radios and broadcasting

Major Shootout of Best Performing 1930s High-End Radios

At

Under evaluation were two EH Scott
radios; an 1932 All Wave 12 Deluxe
and a 1941 33-tube Philharmonic,
one 1936 Midwest; 18-tube model
18-36, three McMurdo Silver radios;
1932 Masterpiece II and two 1936
Masterpiece V models, one in the
Clifton cabinet with the original 18”
Jensen and the other in the Warrington cabinet with the optional pair of
Jensen A12s with a Jensen 5” “Q”
tweeter and three Zeniths; the 1935
Stratosphere 1000z, 1936 Stratosphere 16A61 and the 1938 model
15U269. All radios had been recently restored or serviced and were
working as designed to their full
performance levels.

We had up eleven radio collectorexperts to perform the subjective evaluation that was based on three RF
characteristics and three sound parameters, scoring was 1 to 5, five being
the highest. These radio experts own
and listen too many of these same
radios and are very familiar with the
high level of performance these radios
have.

To make this performance test objective the broad bandwidth SSTrans
AMT-3000 transmitters were used
and they have 15kHz. audio bandwidth. All wide bandwidth radios
were first tuned in narrow band to
check RF characteristics and then to
wide band for most of the audio assessments. Source music was ‘40s

the NMRCC October 2013
Radio Fest and rib eye steak
feast, seven ultra-high end medium
wave radios where evaluated for RF
and audio performance. The radio
receiving the highest score was the
1936 McMurdo Silver Masterpiece V
in the Warrington cabinet. Second
place went to a 1941 EH Scott AMFM Philharmonic, even though it was
from 1941 only the AM performance
was evaluated and third place went to
a 1935 Zenith Stratosphere 1000z.
This event was another first for the
radio collecting ecosphere and the
NMRCC is proud to present this data
to the high-end radio collecting world.

.

(Continued on page Five)

EHScott AW12 deluxe in a 1930 Atwater Kent cabinet w/
jensenA12 speaker.

Minutes NMRCC Meeting by Chuck Burch
Chuck BurcNMRCC May 2021 Meeting by Chuck Burch
This was our first meeting in person since the start of COVID which was a large parking
lot auction and picnic. Below are some pictures from the meeting.

Our trusted 1.00$ Auctioneer Chuck Burch

NMRCC 2021 MEETING DATES
January 10th most difficult radio restoration I
ever accomplished
February 14th Unusual or particularly interesting vacuum tubes
March 14yh . Television sets, 1946 through
1970 (anything you can carry into the conference
room)
April 11th . Early FM Stereo receivers, amplifiers, and other vintage audio equipment
May 16th Homebuilt crystal, tube, and transistor
sets
June 13th Tube boxes, old radio books and text
books, documents (manufacturer newsletters),
and advertising items related to radios and broadcasting
July 11th . Unusual Devices/Stump the ExpertsUnusual tubes, light bulbs, transistors, and radio
parts. Also, who can identify that strange gizmo
you found, or explain how an unusual object works
August 8th Wild Card Sunday
September 12th . 40s through 60s tube portable MW – SW radios
October 10th maybe the Ribeye Picnic and
sale LC
November 14th Wild Card Sunday
December 12th Holiday Party & sale

Mark T and
James P

NMRCC Officers for 2021

Richard Majestic: Treasurer
Secretary: Chuck Burch
Membership: R
President: Les Davidson
Vice President: Mark Toppo
Board member: Les Davidson
Board member: Ron Monty
Board member: John Hannahs
Board member: John Anthes
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NMRCC member’s Meeting and Auction
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From The President’s Desk
Thanks to all who attended the May Picnic and Auction. It was a great success, as
attested to by the 2-1/2 hours it took to auction off all the fantastic gear (many
thanks to auctioneer Chuck and everyone else who dragged cords and goods
around). Food, drink, radios, a grand time for all! From the level of attendance, I
suspect we will have “normal” meetings henceforth, with little to no lingering effects from the pandemic's interference. Exactly when we will be able to meet indoors again is still open to question, but I expect it will be fairly soon. As we were
not able to have our normal “show’n’tell” at the May meeting, anyone who wishes
to show something they would have shown in May is welcome to do so in at the
June 13th meeting. See you there --

The Quelab is located at 680 Haines, Ave.NW, Albuquerque, NM.
Les is more

President: Les Davidson
Vice President: Mark Toppo
Richard Majestic: Treasurer
Secretary: Chuck Burch
Membership: Randy Gray
Board member: Les Davidson
Board member: Ron Monty
Board member: Open
Board member: John Anthes
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(Continued from page One)

and ‘50s popular music from CD and iPod players.
All radios used the Grundig AN-200 loop antenna
and it was allowed to be tuned to the transmitter
frequency before starting any evaluation. Every attempt was made to
keep a level playing field for this
evaluation; the only variable was
the rooms these radios were located in, as small as 120 sf with 8’
ceiling to 750 sf with a 14’ ceiling
height.
On the bench the EH Scott Philharmonic was measured having 0.5uV for 30dB S/N while both
McMurdo Silver Masterpiece V had less than 2%
THD from the antenna terminals to the speaker
voice coil at the equivalent voltage for 1 Watt into
8 Ohms. The smallest audio amplifier is in the EH
Scott All Wave 12 Deluxe with just 2-45-tubes in
push-pull for about 8 Watts the largest being the
Zenith Stratosphere 1000z with eight 45-tubes in
push-pull parallel for 55 Watts. The majority of
these radios used Jensen field coil speakers, the
A12 or the 18” FC speaker, the others used Magnavox 12” FC speakers.
It was fun evaluation afternoon and you can see
from the close scoring results that most of these
radios are very good performers and beautiful
works of art deco art and examples of accomplished woodworking craftsmanship. They are
treasured and a pleasure to listen to on a regular
basis.
~R. Majestic
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Capacitor plague reprint borrowed by NMRCC
Incomplete electrolyte formula

Unimpeded formation of hydroxide
(hydration) and associated hydrogen gas production, occurring during "capacitor plague"
or "bad capacitors" incidents involving the
failure of large numbers of aluminium electrolytic capacitors, has been demonstrated by
two researchers at the Center for Advanced
Life Cycle Engineering of the University of
Maryland who analyzed the failed capacitors.
[36]

The two scientists initially determined, by ion
chromatography and mass spectrometry, that
there was hydrogen gas present in failed capacitors, leading to bulging of the capacitor's
case or bursting of the vent. Thus it was
proved that the oxidation takes place in accordance with the first step of aluminium oxide formation.
Because it has been customary in electrolytic
capacitors to bind the excess hydrogen by
using reducing or depolarizing compounds,
such as aromatic nitrogen compounds
or amines, to relieve the resulting pressure,
the researchers then searched for compounds
of this type. Although the analysis methods
were very sensitive in detecting such pressure
-relieving compounds, no traces of such
agents were found within the failed capacitors.
In capacitors in which the internal pressure
build-up was so great that the capacitor case
was already bulging but the vent had not
opened yet, the pH value of the electrolyte
could be measured. The electrolyte of the
faulty Taiwanese capacitors was alkaline,
with a pH of between 7 and 8. Good comparable Japanese capacitors had an electrolyte
that was acidic, with a pH of around 4. As it
is known that aluminium can be dissolved by
alkaline liquids, but not that which is mildly
acidic, an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX or EDS) fingerprint analysis of
the electrolyte of the faulty capacitors was
made, which detected dissolved aluminium in
the electrolyte.
To protect the metallic aluminium against the
aggressiveness of the water, some phosphate
compounds, known as inhibitors
or passivators, can be used to produce longterm stable capacitors with high-aqueous
electrolytes. Phosphate compounds are mentioned in patents regarding electrolytic capacitors with aqueous electrolytic sys[43] Since phosphate ions were missing and

the electrolyte was also alkaline in the investigated
Taiwanese electrolytes, the capacitor evidently
lacked any protection against water damage, and the
formation of more-stable alumina oxides was inhibited. Therefore, only aluminium hydroxide was generated.
The results of chemical analysis were confirmed by
measuring electrical capacitance and leakage current
in a long-term test lasting 56 days. Due to the chemical corrosion, the oxide layer of these capacitors had
been weakened, so after a short time the capacitance
and the leakage current increased briefly, before
dropping abruptly when gas pressure opened the
vent. The report of Hillman and Helmold proved that
the cause of the failed capacitors was a faulty electrolyte mixture used by the Taiwanese manufacturers, which lacked the necessary chemical ingredients
to ensure the correct pH of the electrolyte over time,
for long-term stability of the electrolytic capacitors.
Their further conclusion, that the electrolyte with its
alkaline pH value had the fatal flaw of a continual
buildup of hydroxide without its being converted
into the stable oxide, was verified on the surface of
the anode foil both photographically and with an
EDX-fingerprint analysis of the chemical components.

End.
Back in the dark ages of High Fidelity a a company
called Audio Research Corp. in 1968 went into business making only tube preamplifiers and tube power
amplifiers. The electrolytic Plague (shorting and
short life) electrolytics started to fail right after the
sale, it almost put them out of business. They found
another manufacturer and replaced all the capacitors.
ARC is one fo today’s leading High End HiFi manufacturer they make a 200 Watt pre –channel stereo
amplifier with lots of 6550 tubes and 600VDC electrolytics. -(ed)
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The New Mexico Radio Collectors Club is a non-profit organization founded
in 1994 in order to enhance the enjoyment of collecting and preservation of
radios for all its members.

NEW MEXICO RADIO
COLLECTORS CLUB

New Mexico Radio Collectors Club
Richard Majestic (Membership inquiries)
5460 Superstition Drive
Las Cruces NM 88011
E-Mail: ronmonty@comcast.net
Phone: 505 281-5067
E-Mail: rmajestic@msn.com
Phone: 575 521-0018

NOTICE: Due to COVID-19 State rules our regular
NMRCC meetings are not currently being held the second
Sunday of every month at The Quelab at 680 Haines, Ave.NW,
Albuquerque, NM, with equipment auction starting at 1 PM,
general meeting starting at 2 PM. Instead, we are having
our currently holding meetings via Zoom over the internet,
the second Sunday of the month striating at 1
PM. Members will be emailed the meeting invite links each
meeting so they can attend online by Zoom. We will return
to our regular Quelab, second Sunday of each
month scheduled meetings once the State of New Mexico
lifts their COVED-19 restrictions.
NMRCC NEWSLETTER
USPS Stamp

FOR INFORMATION CHECK THE INTERNET

http://www.newmexicoradiocollectorsclub.com/
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